iProf India – m-learning solution

Client

iProf Learning Solutions is well known m-learning company that visions to overcome constraints like non availability of computer and broadband. The solution being deployed will be able to provide India a new and affordable education platform

Business Needs

To provide E learning solution on a tablet.

RapidSoft’s Role

Develop the application which provides the courseware material on the tablet.

Solution Overview

The solution enables iProf to provide superior, user friendly technology leveraging on excellent content owing to tie-ups with premier education providers and enhancing the learning experience in terms of speed and retention.

Highlights:

- Brings study material in multiple formats such as audio-video lectures, animations, structured tests, solutions, performance analysis
- A touch tablet, it digitizes learning and makes it faster and more efficient
- Interact with faculty for frequent doubt clearing sessions through live video conferencing in the iProf study Zones / Classrooms
- On the device, users can go through comprehensive reading material with ease and also flip through pages
- Users can remember and retain concepts by over 25% more as compared to just reading from books and play, pause and rewind the lectures (source: iProf Market Research)
- Users can watch and listen to lectures by top faculty
- Practice Unlimited tests with Instant results

For more information, contact: sales@rapidsofttechnologies.com